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We are extremely proud to have achieved the highest possible 
Platinum rating at EcoVadis! With this result Toppoint belongs to 
the Top 1% companies with EcoVadis ratings.

Our commitment to sustainability and CSR
Sustainability and corporate responsibility are one of our main 
drivers. Therefore, leading our industry as a socially responsible 
company is one of our top priorities. We want to ensure that 
sustainability practices are fully integrated into our operations by 
promoting transparency, employee engagement and our code of 
ethics.

The Ecovadis methodology is based on international sustainability 
standards, including the Global Reporting Initiative, the United 
Nations Global Compact and ISO 26000, which covers 200 
expenditure categories and more than 160 countries. The 
Sustainability Scorecard illustrates Toppoint's performance as an 
organisation on 21 indicators in five themes:

• Overall business score
• Environment
• Labour & Human Rights
• Sustainable Procurement
• Ethics
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Who are we?
With more than 90 years of experience, Toppoint is a renowned supplier of promotional items and gifts 
that enable you and your customers to strengthen relationships. Our extensive range consists of high-
quality and sustainable products. If you are looking for original and personalized promotional items, we 
are the supplying partner for you.

We have our own trade and production companies in the Netherlands, Germany and Poland. Our 
headquarter is located in the Netherlands. Furthermore, we have representatives in Germany, France, 
Belgium, Italy and Scandinavia. Since 2002, Toppoint is been part of the Swedish listed company New 
Wave Group.

Mission & vision
Together with our dealers, we aim to strengthen the relationships of our end customers by providing 
them with brand-awareness products. We gladly provide our dealers with expert advice and want to 
help them achieve their sales goals.
 
Our versatile range is constantly evolving to occupy a leading position in the area of high-quality 
and sustainable business gifts. We are leading in innovative printing techniques and are constantly 
improving and responding to new developments and international trends.

The core values 'quality, design, printing techniques & sustainability' are visible in every possible way 
in our organisation and are values that we adhere to at Toppoint.

AMFORI BSCI
As an amfori BSCI participant, we commit to the amfori BSCI Code of Conduct formulated principles 
and values and take our responsibility in respecting the human rights within this sphere of influence.



OEKO-TEX®
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Thanks to OEKO-TEX® certification, our cotton bags are also eco-friendly choice. The OEKO-TEX® label is a globally 
recognised mark of quality for textile products that guarantees that the product does not contain harmful substances like 
lead or cadmium. In many cases, products that are OEKO-TEX® certified exceed national and international guidelines for 
production and import. Choose right, choose our sustainable shoulder bags. Another great reason is that these bags have 
ranked among the top five most popular promotional items for years.
 
AVAILABLE IN VARIOUS MATERIALS AND DESIGNS
The bags are available in ecru for a natural eco look, as well as white, red, blue and black. The OEKO-TEX® bag collection is 
available in various thicknesses, indicated by the number of grams of cotton per square metre. These bags are available in 
five different models and with grammage ranging from 140 to 280 grams per square metre.

PRINTED WITH YOUR OWN LOGO OR ADVERTISING MESSAGE
All models in the bag line can easily be printed with one to four colours. Full-colour quality is also available by means of a 
digital transfer print. The bags have a large printing area and can be printed on both sides.

WHY CHOOSE FOR OUR OEKO-TEX® BAGS?
✓ Most extensive collection in various colours and sizes

✓ OEKO-TEX® certified with a label in the bag for recognition
✓ Various grammages from 140 to 280 g/m²

✓ Large printing areas
✓ Fast production times with silkscreen printing of approximately 5 

working days (also large numbers delivered quickly)
✓ Produced with materials according to ‘standard 100’ from OEKO-TEX®

✓ Certified according to ‘class 2’: direct contact with the skin
✓ Cross stitching attachment of the handles for extra strength



BAGS
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Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset. Ideal for promotional 
activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a sustainable choice. 
Size: 400x100x350mm.

95159 | SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²
Classic cotton shoulder bag and ideal for promotional activities. 
OEKO-TEX® certified this bag is a sustainable choice. 
Size: 380x420mm.

95156 | SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²

Classic unbleached cotton shoulder bag and ideal for promotional 
activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a sustainable choice. 
Size: 380x420mm.

95155 | SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²
Classic unbleached cotton shoulder bag with gusset. Ideal for 
promotional activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a sustainable 
choice. Size: 380x100x420mm.

95157 | SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²
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Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset and a heavy quality cotton. 
Ideal for promotional activities and everyday use. This OEKO-TEX® 
certified bag is a sustainable choice. Size: 450x100x330mm.

95161 | SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 280G/M²
Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset and a heavy quality cotton. 
Ideal for promotional activities and everyday use. This OEKO-TEX® 
certified bag is a sustainable choice. Size: 420x120x430mm.

95163 | SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 280G/M²

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset. Ideal for promotional 
activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a sustainable choice. 
Size: 380x100x420mm.

95158 | SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²
Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset. Ideal for promotional 
activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a sustainable choice. 
Size: 400x100x350mm.

95160 | SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 140G/M²
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Drawstring bag made of unbleached OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 
certified cotton. The cotton ropes give this rucksack a natural look. 
Size: 350x450mm.

95204 | DRAWSTRING BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 35X45CM
Drawstring bag made of OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 certified cotton. 
The cotton ropes give this rucksack a natural look. Size: 350x450mm.

95205 | DRAWSTRING BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 35X45CM

Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset and a heavy quality cotton. 
Ideal for promotional activities and everyday use. This OEKO-TEX® 
certified bag is a sustainable choice. Size: 450x100x330mm.

95162 | SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 270G/M²
Classic cotton shoulder bag with gusset and a heavy quality cotton. 
Ideal for promotional activities. This OEKO-TEX® certified bag is a 
sustainable choice. Size: 420x120x430mm.

95164 | SHOPPING BAG OEKO-TEX® 270G/M²
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95210 95211 95208 95209

95211 | RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 
40X45CM

Reduce the number of plastic bags in the supermarket by using your 
own food bag. This unbleached cotton bag with mesh is highly 
suitable for fruits and vegetables. Re-use it over and over again and 
when dirty, simply wash it at low temperatures (could shrink). 
Size: 400x450mm.

95210 | RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® NATURAL 
COTTON 40X45CM

95209 | RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 
30X40CM

Reduce the number of plastic bags in the supermarket by using your 
own food bag. This unbleached cotton bag with mesh is highly 
suitable for fruits and vegetables. Re-use it over and over again and 
when dirty, simply wash it at low temperatures (could shrink). 
Size: 300x400mm.

95208 | RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® NATURAL 
COTTON 30X40CM

Reusable veggie bags should make the task of 
shopping for fresh fruits and vegetables easy and 

hassle-free. Stocking up on fruits, veggies, and other 
produce usually means tearing off a few plastic bags. 

By using reusable bags of OEKO-TEX® certified cotton 
you reduce plastic waste and help the environment.
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95206 95207

95207 | RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® COTTON 
25X30CM

Reduce the number of plastic bags in the supermarket by using your 
own food bag. This unbleached cotton bag with mesh is highly 
suitable for fruits and vegetables. Re-use it over and over again and 
when dirty, simply wash it at low temperatures (could shrink). 
Size: 250x350mm.

95206 | RE-USABLE FOOD BAG OEKO-TEX® NATURAL 
COTTON 25X30CM This handy foldable bag can be used for all sorts of purposes but 

with its stretchable mesh fabric, it is highly suitable for fruits and 
vegetables. After use it can be pushed back into its own pocket and 
conveniently stored. Size: 370x250mm.

91499 | FOLDABLE MESH BAG OEKO-TEX® CERTIFIED
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NEWNEW

Spacious shopping bag made of recycled canvas. The structure and 
washed effect of the material gives the bag a sturdy look. The bag is 
completely lined, comes with cotton handles and a reinforced base. 
Thanks to the size and large opening, this bag is also suitable for a 
day on the beach. Size: 430x140x330mm.

95226 | CANVAS SHOPPING BAG RECYCLED CANVAS 
43X14X33CM

Sturdy travel bag in strong recycled canvas. The structure and 
washed effect of the material give the bag a heavy-duty look. The 
bag is completely lined and comes with an adjustable cotton 
shoulder strap and a reinforced base. Size: 500x200x330mm. 
Content: 30L.

95225 | TRAVELBAG RECYCLED CANVAS

Shoulder bag made of jute with canvas handles. A sustainable 
business gift. Very appropriate for example for shopping or to take to 
the beach. Size: 380x100x380mm.

95108 | SHOULDER BAG JUTE 340G/M²
Shopping bag made out of jute material with cotton rope handles. 
Size: 385x125x320mm.

91322 | SHOPPING BAG JUTE
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RECYCLED
COTTON

NEW

Convenient drawstring bag with handles made of recycled cotton. 
The diverse sources of the material gives the fabric an unique look 
and feel. Slight colour variations are inevitable and a true sign of the 
recycled nature of this bag. Size: 380x420mm.

95228 | RECYCLED COTTON DRAWSTRING BAG 38X42CM

Shoulder bag made of cotton from recycled textile. The diverse 
sources of the material gives the fabric an unique look and feel. Slight 
colour variations are inevitable and a true sign of the recycled nature 
of this bag. Size: 380x420mm.

95198 | SHOPPING BAG RECYCLED COTTON 38X42CM
Shopping bag made of cotton from recycled textile. The diverse 
sources of the material gives the fabric an unique look and feel. Slight 
colour variations are inevitable and a true sign of the recycled nature 
of this bag. The extra wide shoulder straps give the bag a strong 
look. Size: 380x100x420mm.

95199 | SHOPPING BAG RECYCLED COTTON 38X42X10CM

According to WWF, it takes more than 20,000 litres of water 
to produce just one kilogram of cotton. For a tote bag this 
roughly means 1,200 litres. The cotton apparel lifecycle 
contains many places, from dirt to shirt to landfill, where we 
have made strides in reducing water consumption, but there 
is still work to be done. Re-using cotton is one example.
 
Recycled cotton requires only a fraction of water. By re-using 
old cotton, not only the water consumption can be brought 

down to nearly zero, also the waste in landfills is 
reduced.

 
Due to the varied nature of the used cotton, 

the final product tends to differ from 
one production batch to the other. This 

is unavoidable unless the recycled 
cotton is thoroughly dyed. As this is 
counterproductive, we chose not to. 
The melange effect is therefore a sign 
of a genuine product.
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The R-PET bags from TopEarth are made of 100% recycled PET bottles and are an excellent eco-friendly 
alternative to plastic bags. Help reduce plastic waste by giving used bottles a second lease of life. Four 
plastic bottles are reused to make the eco-friendly material for one bag.

The R-PET bags can go anywhere you go and help reduce the mountain of plastic waste and plastic soup. 
They’re also a great way to share your sustainable message at, for example, events and, of course, are the 
perfect reusable grocery bag. The long straps make the shoppers easy to wear over the shoulder.

• Made of 100% recycled PET bottles
• Soft and supple synthetic material
• Lightweight, foldable and reusable
• Can also be worn over the shoulder
• Available in several models and colours
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Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. 
Size: 380x420mm.

95195 | SHOULDER BAG R-PET 100G/M²
Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. The 
full gusset makes this bag extra spacious. Size: 380x100x420mm.

95196 | SHOULDER BAG R-PET 100G/M²

Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. 
Size: 380x420mm.

95180 | CARRIER BAG R-PET WHITE 100G/M²
Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. 
Size: 380x100x420mm.

95181 | SHOULDER BAG R-PET WHITE 100G/M²
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Rugged big bag made of 80% recycled PET material. Large print 
area. Different dimensions available with orders from 3.000 pieces. 
Size: 450x150x330mm.

91478 | SHOULDER BAG PET 110G/M²

Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. The 
extra wide gusset makes this bag extra spacious. 
Size: 400x150x300mm.

95182 | SHOULDER BAG R-PET WHITE 100G/M²
Four recycled post-consumer PET bottles have been used to make 
this bag. Reduce the plastic waste pile with this sustainable bag. The 
extra wide gusset makes this bag extra spacious. 
Size: 400x150x300mm.

95197 | SCHOULDER BAG R-PET 100G/M²
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Large sized matt paper carrier bag with handles which are made of 
turned paper. The bag has an ecological look. Suitable as giftbag or a 
bag for presents. FSC certified. Size: 300x120x400mm.

91718 | KRAFT BAG LARGE 120G/M²

Small sized matt paper carrier bag with handles which are made of 
turned paper. The bag has an ecological look. Suitable as giftbag or a 
bag for presents. FSC certified. Size: 180x80x240mm.

91716 | KRAFT BAG SMALL 120G/M²
Middle sized matt paper carrier bag with handles which are made of 
turned paper. The bag has an ecological look. Suitable as giftbag or a 
bag for presents. FSC certified. Size: 240x100x300mm.

91717 | KRAFT BAG MEDIUM 120G/M²
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NEW

Spacious and ingenious travel bag made of R-PET. The bag is 
especially suitable as hand luggage. Its compact design also fits 
within the limits of budget airlines. Each side of the bag can be closed 
to store belonging safely. One side has a mesh pocket and can be 
accessed by only slightly opening the main zipper so you always 
have your travel documents within reach. Size: 400x200x250mm. 
Content: 23L.

95214 | TRAVEL BAG EXECUTIVE R-PET 23L
Very spacious travelbag made of recycled PET bottles. The special 
shoe pocket keeps dirty shoes separate from the other contents and 
makes is highly suitable as a sports bag. Fitted with several pockets 
with zippers, organising has never been easier. Comes with an 
adjustable shoulderstrap. Size: 570x320x300mm. Content: 45L.

95219 | R-PET OUTDOOR TRAVEL BAG XL

Sophisticated anti-theft tech backpack made of R-PET. The spacious 
main compartment contains a padded pocket for a laptop (up to 15.6”) 
and a sleeve for a tablet (11”). On the sides zipper pockets can be 
found for small items. The comfortably padded back panel also 
features a luggage strap to connect it to a trolley suitcase. 
Size: 290x150x400mm. Content: 18L.

95212 | TECH BAG EUGENE R-PET 18L
Stylish and sturdy laptop/shoulder bag made of R-PET. The main 
compartment contains a padded pocket for a laptop (up to 15,6) and a 
sleeve for a tablet (up to 11”). The optional shoulder strap is adjustable 
and extra wide for additional comfort. The padded back panel also 
features a luggage strap to connect it to a trolley suitcase. 
Size: 420x120x280mm.

95213 | LAPTOP BAG 15,6” R-PET
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R-PET

NEWNEW

Convenient and spacious backpack made of recycled PET bottles. 
The padded shoulder straps with compression straps as well as the 
padded backpanel makes it comfortable to wear. Fitted with several 
pockets with zippers, mesh pockets on the side and a laptop pocket, 
this bags holds it all. The reflective details increase visibility in the 
dark. Size: 320x140x460mm. Content: 20L.

95218 | R-PET OUTDOOR BACKPACK
Fashionable cooler bag with adjustable shoulder strap. The large 
opening makes it easy to load and to access the main compartment. 
The pocket on the front with zippers stores small belongings safely. 
Size: 190x170x250mm. Content: 8L.

95220 | R-PET COOLER BAG 8L

R-PET (recycled PET) is material based on recycled - post-consumer – PET bottles. 
Cleaned, shredded and spun into yarn, old bottles can be turned into new fabric making 
all kinds of products. Not only bags but also covers of notebooks and even garment.
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Wheat straw is a great alternative to plastic. It is a sustainable substitute for oil 
which is used for plastic products.  Wheat is a natural product and the straw 
is biodegradable. This way it is much better for the environment than regular 
plastics.

Sugar cane is a renewable bio-resource for regular plastics. Sugar cane plastic 
is molecularly identical to standard oil-based plastic. This makes the material a 
sustainable solution with hardly any concessions to the product quality.

PLA stands for polylactic acid. PLA is not made of oil but is plant based. The 
basis of PLA is lactic acid, which is obtained from agricultural crops such as 
corn. Many PLA products are biodegradable.

Cotton is a natural raw material, made of the soft fibres that cover and 
protect the seeds of the cotton plant. Cotton seeds are also used to produce 
cottonseed oil, which is edible just like any other vegetable oil.

Biodegradable plastic is a packaging material that breaks down in the 
environment in a natural way. It is made of natural raw materials such as corn, 
cane sugar or potatoes. This is a way to reduce the CO2 emissions and reduce 
plastic waste in the oceans.

The paper industry is one of the biggest polluters in the world. Stone 
paper does not require deforestation, water waste or CO2 emissions. This 
environmentally friendly alternative is made of waste and barely distinguishable 
from regular paper.
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Recycled ABS is a type of plastic that is an opaque thermoplastic and 
amorphous polymer. Thermoplastic material is a meltable polymer; it can be 

moulded into a shape by heating it up. ABS can be heated up repeatedly, this 
means that ABS is a perfect material for recycling.

PET is a thermoplastic material that is 100% recyclable. PET is most commonly 
used in the packaging of beverages and food. PET material is carefully 

separated and cleaned. The sorted bottles are ground into flakes. The material 
is heated to melt and extrude the plastic into different products again.

Bamboo naturally has the ability to absorb CO2 from the air. By absorbing CO2 from 
the air, bamboo helps to counteract the greenhouse effect. The structure of bamboo 

and the fact that it is hollow, makes it stronger than wood and it also bends further 
without breaking. Also, bamboo is the fastest-growing plant on the Earth which 

means that it can be produced in a shorter time than other wood materials.

Jute is a natural textile fibre made of the jute plant. It gives a relatively rough 
and very durable fabric that is highly resistant to wear and stains. Jute has a 
positive impact on the environment and unprocessed jute is biodegradable.

Paper recycling is a process of converting wastepaper into new paper 
products. The scrap paper company takes the paper waste, cleans and sorts it. 
It is then pressed into bales and transported to a paper or cardboard mill. The 

pulp forms the basis of new paper and/or cardboard.

Wood is one of the oldest natural resources used by mankind. Trees get 90% 
of their nutrition from the atmosphere and only 10% from the soil. Wood is a 

biodegradable material and a renewable resource.
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European quality cup with a Toppoint design, made of 95% bio-plastic 
which is made of sugercane. The cup is reusable, 100% recyclable 
and thanks to the design, it is stackable and the outer ring will stay 
cold. Size: Ø85x90mm. Content: 240ml.

98706 | COFFEE CUP HOT-BUT-COOL 240ML
European quality cup with a Toppoint design, made of 95% bio-plastic 
which is made of sugercane. The cup is reusable, 100% recyclable 
and due the design, the outer wall will stay cold. Size: Ø84x107mm. 
Content: 240ml.

98707 | COFFEE CUP HOT-BUT-COOL WITH LID 240ML

Reusable cups are indispensable in our society. The environmentally 
friendly alternative to the disposable cups. These strong, 
unbreakable Toppoint design cups are stack-able and made of 94% 
bio-plastics out of sugar cane and the cups are completely taste- and 
smell neutral. The cups are 100% recyclable. Size: Ø73x100mm. 
Content: 250ml.

98700 | ECOLOGIC CUP BIOBASED 250ML
Reusable cups are indispensable in our society. The environmentally 
friendly alternative to the disposable cups. These strong, 
unbreakable Toppoint design cups are stack-able and made of 94% 
bio-plastics out of sugar cane and the cups are completely taste- and 
smell neutral. The cups are 100% recyclable. Size: Ø83x166mm. 
Content: 500ml.

98701 | ECO CUP BIOBASED 500ML
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Reduce the plastic soup with throw away cutlery and use your own 
cutlery. Made of natural bamboo and suitable to use for multiple 
times. The set comes in a FSC certified paper gift box. 
Size: 114x18x226mm.

94542 | BAMBOO CUTLERY SET

Double wall vacuum insulated bottle from the Toppoint design 'Flow' 
series. The mug with bamboo finish and flip lid is 100% leak-free and 
easy to carry. The inner wall is made of high quality stainless steel. 
The outer wall is made of bamboo. Drinks will stay warm up to 12 
hours and/or cold up to 24 hours. Will be delivered in a gift box. Size: 
Ø70x200mm. Content: 400ml.

98717 | THERMO BOTTLE FLOW BAMBOO 400ML
Toppoint design sports bottle, made in Europe from 95% bio-plastic 
made of sugar cane. The bottle complies with the strictest food safety 
regulations and is completely taste and smell neutral, 100% 
leak-proof, BPA-free and recyclable. Size: Ø73x248mm. 
Content: 750ml.

98860 | SPORTS BOTTLE BIO 750ML
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NEW NEW

Hardcover A5 bullet journal made of R-PET. This stylish and 
sustaibable notebook contains 160 pages of recycled paper with 
dot-grid pattern. Size: 140x12x210mm.

92530 | R-PET BULLET JOURNAL A5
Hardcover A5 note book made of R-PET. This stylish and sustainable 
notebook comes with an elastic penloop and strap. The 160 
checkered pages are made of reycled paper. Size: 140x12x210mm.

92528 | R-PET NOTEBOOK A5

Fancy bullet journal style notebook with a natural look. The cover is 
made of recycled leather and is durable against wear and tear. The 
notebook contains 160 cream coloured pages and a ribbon. It can be 
closed by a elastic strap. Size: 135x10x209mm.

92521 | RECYCLED LEATHER BULLET JOURNAL A5
Stylish hardcover notebook with a natural look. The cover is made of 
recycled leather and is durable against wear and tear. The notebook 
contains 160 cream coloured pages and a ribbon. It can be closed by 
a elastic strap and has a loop for a pen. Size: 135x12x210mm.

92522 | RECYCLED LEATHER A5 HARDCOVER
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NEW NEW
5050

The sheets of this notebook have been made from rocks. The result 
is a strong, smooth sheet of paper with a remarkably cool touch. The 
sheets are perforated on the side making it easy to take them out of 
the notebook. Size: 155x15x215mm.

92520 | ROCK PAPER NOTEBOOK A5
The 50 sheets of this sustainable pocket notebook have been made 
from rocks. The result is a strong, smooth waterresistant sheet of 
paper with a remarkably cool touch. The reporter book shape and 
spiral makes it easy to take quick notes. Size: 85x7x135mm.

92523 | ROCK PAPER REPORTER BOOK

Nice notebook made of growing paper. Put the cover in the ground 
and water it. Over time the seeds (mix of a.o. lavender, daisies, 
Chrysanthemum, mint and cherry tomato) sprout. Your message will 
literally flourish making this a sustainable and original article. Contains 
100 pages of recycled paper with checkered pattern. 
Size: 110x17x148mm.

92526 | GROWING PAPER SPIRAL NOTEBOOK
Nice set of adhesive notes made of growing paper. Put the cover in 
the ground and water it. Over time the seeds (mix of a.o. lavender, 
daisies, mint and cherry tomato) sprout. Your message will literally 
flourish making this a sustainable and original article. Contains 100 
pages of recycled paper with checkered pattern, 25 adhesive notes 
and 5x25 index tabs. Size: 80x15x150mm.

92527 | GROWING PAPER ADHESIVE NOTES SET
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87279 87629 87999 EUEU
87999

87629

87279

Toppoint ball pen Speedy with coloured tip and clip, equipped with a 
turning mechanism. This ball pen is made of 60% wheat straw and 
40% ABS plastic. Available in various colours. Blue writing colour. 
Size: Ø11x143mm.

87279 | BALPEN SPEEDY BIO
Toppoint design ball pen, produced in Germany. The plastic parts are 
made of PLA. This material is biodegradable and 70% made of 
materials of natural origin such as sugar cane. Equipped with blue 
writing Jumbo refill with 4.5km of writing pleasure. Made with a 
hardcolour finish. Size: Ø12x147mm.

87999 | CUBE BALLPEN BIO

Toppoint design ball pen, produced in Germany. The plastic parts are 
made of PLA. This material is biodegradable and 70% made of 
materials of natural origin such as sugar cane. Equipped with blue 
writing X20 refill with 2.5km of writing pleasure. Made with a 
hardcolour finish. Size: Ø10x145mm.

87629 | COSMO BIO
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87551 87540 87541EU EU EU
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87540

87551

Modern Stilolinea S45 ball pen made of 100% recycled plastic. A 
promotional item with high environmental awareness. Equipped with 
a X20 refill which has a very good quality. The refill contains blue 
writing ink. The pen has a pusher mechanism and is made in Europe. 
From 5.000 pieces other writing colours possible. Size: Ø10x138mm.

87551 | BALL PEN S45 RECYCLED HARDCOLOUR
Hardcolour white Vegetal ball pen with coloured clip. Made of PLA 
which is a biodegradable material. This means that it is a good and 
environmental choice as a promotional article. The pen comes with a 
X20 refill with blue writing ink. The pen has a pusher mechanism and 
is made in Europe. From 5.000 pieces own colour combinations 
possible. Size: Ø11x137mm.

87541 | BALL PEN VEGETAL PEN HARDCOLOUR

Transparent Vegetal Clear ball pen with coloured clip. Made of PLA 
which is a biodegradable material. This means that it is a good and 
environmental choice as a promotional article. The pen comes with a 
X20 refill with blue writing ink. The pen has a pusher mechanism and 
is made in Europe. From 5.000 pieces own colour combinations 
possible. Size: Ø11x137mm.

87540 | BALL PEN VEGETAL PEN CLEAR TRANSPARENT
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87552 8751887292 87283 NEW

87518

87552

Ball pen made from a bamboo material with a metal clip, metalised 
pusher and tip. The pen comes with a Jumbo refill with blue writing 
ink. Size: Ø11x138mm.

87292 | BALL PEN BAMBOO
Toppoint designed bamboo ball pen with coloured metal clip and 
plastic parts Size: Ø13x142mm.

87552 | BIO PEN WOODY

Ecological bamboo ball pen with clip in the shape of a leaf. Coloured 
pusher and underpart, X20 refill with black writing ink. Printing on the 
clip possible. Size: Ø11x136mm.

87518 | BAMBOO PEN WITH PLASTIC LEAFCLIP
The popular New York ball pen, now also in a bamboo edition. The 
bamboo material gives the pen a sustainable look. Includes a metal 
clip. With plastic blue writing Jumbo refill. Size: Ø11x140mm.

87283 | BALL PEN NEW YORK BAMBOO
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NEW
RECYCLED

GRIP

EU EU

87111

87106

87553

87547

This transparent ball pen is made from recycled PET bottles. A 
sustainable choice in transparent colours. With a plastic blue writing 
X20 refill. Size: Ø12x140mm.

87547 | BALL PEN R-PET
Toppoint design ball pen made of recycled ABS, made in Germany. 
This pen has a blue writing Jumbo refill for 4.5km of writing pleasure. 
Made in hardcolour options. Size: Ø12x147mm.

87106 | BALL PEN APOLLO RECYCLED

Toppoint design ball pen made of recycled ABS, made in Germany. 
This pen has a blue writing Jumbo refill for 4.5km of writing pleasure. 
Made in hardcolour options. Size: Ø12x147mm.

87111 | BALL PEN APOLLO RECYCLED WITH GRIP
This transparent ball pen is made out of recycled PET bottles. A 
sustainable choice, available in a lot of bright colours. Blue writing 
colour. Size: Ø12x143mm.

87553 | R-PET BALL PEN
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87562 NEW87294

87294

87562

Ball pen made of 100% PLA material. PolyLactic Acid (PLA) is bio 
degradable, bio compatible and is produced out of plant based raw 
materials (cornstarch). The pen and clip are made out of one piece for 
extra strength. Contains a blue ink refill. Size: Ø11x146mm.

87562 | BALL PEN PLA

Bio-paper ball pen with coloured parts, X20 refill with blue writing ink. 
Size: Ø9x138mm.

87294 | BALL PEN PAPER
Lanyard of certified organic cotton. Size: 450x20mm.
90882 | LANYARD ORGANIC COTTON
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UV 400

Biodegradable poncho made of bio-PE. It is assuring to know that his 
poncho breaks down naturally in 12 months. Poncho: 127x100cm. 
Size: 110x160x5mm.

90490 | BIODEGRADABLE RAIN PONCHO

A sustainable eyecather during any sport activity. The water in the 
towel evaporates into the air and lowers the temperature of the body 
and surrounding air. Both towel as well as the handy pouch are made 
from R-PET which in turn is made from recycled PET bottles. The 
towel is 30x80cm. Size: 110x20x145mm.

91204 | R-PET COOLING TOWEL 30X80CM
Sunglasses Earth containing 60% natural wheat straw fibres that give 
the frames a very natural look. The lenses have a UV400 filter. These 
sunglasses come in a FSC certified paper gift box. 
Size: 145x145x50mm.

86715 | SUNGLASSES WHEAT STRAW EARTH UV400

Saddle cover made of R-PET. Easy to use bicycle saddle cover and 
thanks to the elastic closure, it fits on most common saddles. 
Size: 250x235mm.

90428 | SADDLE COVER R-PET
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This bird feeding station has a modern look because of the black 
roof. Simply hang this item to a branch or hook with the rope at the 
top of the roof. The three different entrances allow several birds to 
eat at the same time. This bird feeding station is filled with balls of 
sunflower seeds. Size: 105x90x250mm.

94547 | BIRD FEEDING STATION
This bird feeding station has a modern look because of the black 
roof. Simply hang this item to a branch or hook with the rope at the 
top of the roof. The five different entrances allow several birds to eat 
at the same time. Size: 105x90x350mm.

94548 | BIRD FEEDING STATION XL

A pot with seeds in several bright colours. If the plant is big enough 
to transfer into the garden, the pot can be cleaned in the dishwasher 
and is reusable as a coffee mug. The well designed edge creates a 
double wall, to prevent the hand from being burned while drinking. 
Size: Ø85x90mm.

94552 | HOT-BUT-COOL CUP WITH STRAWBERRY PLANT SEEDS
There is no better summer gift to give away than these flower seeds. 
The envelope can be printed in full-colour and with a bag of flower 
seeds inside this envelope, this is an excellent gift to give away and 
to drop through the letterbox on the doormat! Size: 116x162x4mm.

94551 | FLOWER ENVELOPE
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Turn your garden in a bird paradise with this rustic nesting box. With 
the 30mm opening it is suitable for small garden birds including Great 
Tits and Tree Sparrows. 15mm board for insulation and slotted base 
for drainage. The wood used for this item is FSC certified and comes 
from sustainable resources. Size: 120x145x225mm.

94549 | NESTING BOX RUSTIC
Turn your garden in a bird paradise with this freshly coloured nesting 
box. With the 30mm opening it is suitable for small garden birds 
including Great Tits and Tree Sparrows. 15mm board for insulation 
and slotted base for drainage. The wood used for this item is FSC 
certified and comes from sustainable resources. 
Size: 190x125x245mm.

94509 | NESTING BOX

Build a nesting box by yourself. This 7-piece do-it-yourself nesting 
box can be build easily without any tools. The wood is MDF and it 
comes in a giftbox with instructions. Size: 142x121x175mm.

94550 | NESTING BOX DIY
Wooden insect hotel that provide shelter to several insects like bees, 
wasps and butterflies. A warm and sheltered place in winter. Packed 
in a gift box. Size: 200x77x246mm.

94514 | INSECT HOME
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BIOTOP 
PAPER
BioTop paper is a beautiful off-white uncoated 
paper type. Because the paper is uncoated, it 
has a nice matt look and it is also easy to write 
on and stamp. It is chlorine-free bleached and 
contains no optical brighteners. The off-white 
paper colour gives the paper an elegant and 
environmentally friendly appearance. BioTop 
is FSC certified.
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